Datasheet

A simple and powerful performance monitoring tool that gives deep
insights of your modern infrastructure and application stacks.

Get full stack observability to drive business decisions. Optimize your digital experience
by aligning IT with business outcomes using Atatus. Build better software, faster with
instant visibility of your applications and infrastructure. Receive proactive alerts and
monitor the performance of your applications from anywhere. The tool comes with a
flexible and intuitive interface that allows you to monitor your software applications
easily.
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Features
Full Stack APM
Monitor and improve Application Performance.
Diagnose, troubleshoot and fix your entire
software stack by monitoring your applications
seamlessly to improve reliability and time to
market. Get full visibility of your application
performance in real-time along with in-depth
transaction details, slow database queries,
poor performing network calls, and more
Real User Monitoring (RUM)
Identify poor front-end performance in
real-time. Get end-to-end visibility on your
end-user's experience including Core Web
Vitals and discover how the performance is
across devices, countries, applications and
more. Understand how users perceive your site
performance, what actions they took, and how
their experience was. Understand your
frontend performance and errors and how you
can improve your user experience.
Infrastructure Monitoring
In-depth visibility into your Infrastructure
performance. Measure how your system
performs and get a complete view of health
and usage of servers and hosts on real-time.
Monitor your servers, dockers, kubernetes and
ensure the availability and performance of any
infrastructure. Make better business decisions
by correlating application metrics, logs and
traces to troubleshoot problems faster.
Logs Monitoring
Investigate Issues with Centralized Logging.
Analyze log data with fast and intuitive search
to detect and fix issues. Monitor all your log
files data that is spread across multiple
platforms in real time. Minimal set up, no
maintenance, any scale. so you can focus on
your business rather than maintaining data
pipelines.

Exception Tracking
Fix errors with automated error monitoring.
Monitor and fix production errors in real-time.
Get complete visibility into errors so you can
move faster without compromising on user
experience. See the complete stack trace,
telemetry, context of the error, mapped with
your source code and more. See impact on
your users.
Smart Notifications
Setup alerts for every stage of your
application's life cycle to automatically monitor
your applications for increase in response
time, API failures, or error rate and much more.
Integrate seamlessly with your daily
applications and get notified when there are
anomalies in your application and frontend
code. Use the extensive library of integrations
to tools like Slack, Teams, Email, PagerDuty,
WebHooks and more.
Plugins Monitoring
Monitor a variety of services that are key to
your application stack such as MySQL, Redis,
Nginx, Apache, HAProxy to name a few. By
doing this, get a comprehensive view of their
corresponding metrics, get insights into what
is happening on these services and be alerted
when something is amiss to avoid any
disruptions to your overall infrastructure.
Slow Down Causes & Traces
Every code flow is monitored for performance
issues and when detected, they are captured
with all the request information and function
calls. With the detailed information we provide
you can optimize your application with the help
of this information. Detect errors, debug
issues, identify performance bottlenecks, and
monitor exactly what your users are doing, all
without modifying your application code.
Deployment Tracking
The easiest way for DevOps teams to ship
code changes with utmost confidence to any
environment, anywhere. Track how each
deployment behaves and it’s performance
impact.
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Benefits
Customer Satisfaction
Customer satisfaction is the ultimate goal of
any business. You can track your customer's
behavior and get insights to what and why
they're unhappy with your service and products
and fix them. With Atatus’s extraordinary
features you can identify the performance
issues and bugs that frustrate your customers
and improve them shortly through which you
can retain your customers.

and applications. Improve your app
performance and enhance your ranking in the
google search results. With high Apdex scores
and great user-experience your application
drives huge internet traffic to you.
Lower Operational Costs
We provide flexible pricing plans. Plans are
built for teams of all sizes. You can also
contact our team to construct a plan for your
needs.

Improve End-User Experience
Users expect an extraordinary experience
while accessing each site and applications.
You can quickly find, analyze and fix poor
end-user experiences. Using a single
dashboard, you can now see all of your page
load metrics, google core web vitals,
connection types, server response times,
errors, as well as multiple real-time and
historical events.
Boost Sales and Revenue
As your website grows you may not be able to
see why your conversion rate is dropping. Or
why you have technical errors that annoy your
users. With Atatus you monitor to pinpoint the
issues and to improve your application
stability and usability. The tool is easy to use
and gives you better conversion rates. Our
tools automatically detect and analyze issues
and present you with outstanding insights
using which you can optimize your application.
Enhance Efficiency and Productivity
Achieve and sustain high levels of productivity
by identifying and fixing errors faster. With
Atatus, real-time error monitoring and
automatic remediation will provide you with
the insights using which you can build
systems of sustainable, predictable
performance. Monitor your website
performance in real time and get your site up
again as quickly as possible.
Enhance SEO Ranking
Google ranking is one of the most important
aspects to drive customers into your website

Monitoring has been made easy!!
Atatus is a platform that establishes a bridge
between your software projects and the people
who use them. The Atatus platform captures
the ways your software is used and provides
you with detailed usage data and insights in
the form of actionable reports and interactive
dashboards. You can use the information to
continuously improve your software, better
understand your users, and then, ultimately,
create a better experience for your customers.
Atatus also enables you to get these insights
from your own data, you don't have to be a
programmer to start using Atatus. Atatus is a
service that allows you to focus on your
application while collecting and analyzing the
usage information for you.

Sign up with Atatus for free.
No credit card required!!
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